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Reforming of Biogas: optimal conditions through thermodynamics and MCDM analysis
1. Introduction
2.2 – Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) techniques
One of the ways to exploit biogas is by thermo-chemical conversion
into syngas (CO+H2) through reforming (Table 1). In turn syngas is
used as starting material to synthesize liquid fuels or to produce
hydrogen (Fig.1).

The entropy method can be used to determine the objective weights of criteria for MCDM
problems (1). If the data distribution is narrow the entropy is small, the considered criterion
provides more useful information and the corresponding weight should be set high,
compared to another criterion with a broader distribution.
TOPSIS stands for Technique for Order Preference by
Similarity to the Ideal Solution Method. It needs information about the relative importance of the criteria considered in the selection process and is used to find the closest alternative to the positive-ideal solution (PIS) and the
farthest from the negative-ideal solution (NIS). The PIS
maximizes all the benefit criteria (minimizing cost
criteria) (Fig. 4).The solutions are ranked according to the
Figure 4 – TOPSIS method
closeness to the PIS (C*) (2).

3 – Analysis and results
Figure 1 – Biogas exploitation roadmap

In the big scenario of biogas exploitation in Figure 1 problems arise during the
comparison of the reforming processes due to the different characteristics of each
one of them and to the complicated relationships between the criteria of interest.
The comparison should
Table 1 – Biogas reforming technologies
be made using industrial
standard processes as
reference (e.g. methane
steam reforming).

2. Methodology
2.1 – Thermodynamic simulations
Several thermodynamic simulations of biogas reforming processes were run using
the commercial software ASPEN Plus by AspenTech (Fig.2) in order to obtain data
for the criteria in Table 2.

The analytical steps are shown in Figure 5. The processes in Table 3 were
studied and a sensitivity analysis on the feeds was carried out. Methane
steam reforming was taken as the reference process.
Table 3– Processes under exam
Criteria’s weights relative to the
960 x 8 matrix calculated
according to the entropy method
are shown in Figure 6 (a),
whereas the final ranking
according to the C* value
calculated through the TOPSIS
is reported in Figure 6 (b).
Biogas can be an effective
methane substitute for
reforming processes, giving
comparable values of C*
even at lower
temperatures (highlighted
area in Fig. 6(b)).

Table 2 – Relevant criteria
S: separator;
H: heat exchanger;
M: mixer;
R: reactor

Figure 5 – Analytical steps
(a)

(b)

Figure 2 – ASPEN Plus simulation

Each process was simulated at P=1 bar
and divided in 30 “sub-processes” here
called alternatives, according to the
operative temperature, which ranges from
200 to 1200˚C (ΔT≈35˚C). Results are
available both in graphs and 30x8 matrixes
(Alternatives x Criteria) (Fig.3).

Figure 3 – Example of ASPEN Plus simulation results: methane steam reforming at P=1 bar and CH4/CO2/H2O/O2=1/0/1/0

Trade-offs between cost (T, yCH4, yCO2, yCOKE, Heat) and benefit criteria (yCO, yH2, η)
were found using two multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) techniques in series: the
entropy method and TOPSIS.

Figure 6 – Final results for the processes under exam: weights for the criteria (a) and C* ranking (b)

4. Conclusions and future works
Conclusions:
- The proposed method is rational and straightforward;
- Multiple criteria can be taken into consideration in the assessment of
the effectiveness of the process, rather than η alone;
- Biogas can be employed as a methane/natural gas substitute for
reforming processes over an effective range of operating conditions.
Interestingly biogas results in slightly higher overall-performances than
methane.
Future work:
- Add more cases to the sensitivity analysis on the feeds;
- Add more criteria to the method (e.g. economical);
- Set-up an experimental rig for simulated biogas tri-reforming (on
going);
- Validate experimentally the data from thermodynamic simulations plus
MCDM analysis;
- Apply the method to the other processes reported in Figure 1 in order to
have an overall assessment of biogas exploitation techniques.
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